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Hadronic Nuclei
          with Strangeness
Hypernuclei : Hyperons(Λ, Σ, Ξ) in Nuclei
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Role of strangeness in dense matter
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Fig. 5. Model of a neutron star.

At the surface of the star it is likely that there exists a shell of iron since
56Fe is the most stable nucleus. The atoms would be normal if no magnetic
field were present. In astrophysics it is unwise to ignore magnetic phenomena
and gravitational collapse following a supernova explosion probably com-
presses the original stellar magnetic flux to produce surface field strengths of
108 T or more. In fields of this magnitude the radius of gyration of electrons
in atomic energy levels becomes smaller than the Bohr radius and the electronic
wave functions adopt a cylindrical shape. It is far harder to ionize distorted
atoms of this kind and this is of importance when considering the generation
of a magnetosphere surrounding the neutron star.

Beneath the iron skin the increasing compression forces electrons into higher
energy states until they are entirely freed from the positive nuclei. The un-
screened nuclei then settle into a rigid lattice having a melting temperature of
about 109K. At greater depths the electron energies become relativistic and
they begin to combine with protons in the nuclei, thus adding to the neutron
population. This is the process of inverse β decay. At a sufficient depth nearly
all the electrons and protons have disappeared and the nuclei have been
converted to a sea of neutrons.

The energy gap for neutron pairing is of the order of several MeV, cor-
responding to a superfluid transition temperature of 109 -1010 K, and since
young neutron stars cool rapidly to temperatures below 109 K, the neutron sea
is expected to behave like a quantum superfluid. The few remaining protons
will similarly pair and enter a superconducting state, while the residual elec-
trons will behave normally. The bulk motion of the neutron superfluid must
be irrotational, but an effective solid body rotation can be simulated with a

From 1974 Nobel Lecture by A. Hewish , 
“Pulsars and High Density Physics”,

At yet deeper levels the neutron-
neutron interaction may result in 
the creation of a solid neutron 
lattice, although this possibility is 
under debate, and finally there is 
the question of a material 
composed of stable hyperons.

Strangeness nuclear physics 
can have an answer
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Evidence for the neutron-rich hypernucleus 6
!H is presented from the FINUDA experiment at DA"NE,

Frascati, studying !!";!#$ pairs in coincidence from the K#
stop " 6Li ! 6

!H" !" production reaction

followed by 6
!H ! 6He" !# weak decay. The production rate of 6!H undergoing this two-body !# decay

is determined to be !2:9% 2:0$ & 10#6=K#
stop. Its binding energy, evaluated jointly from production and

decay, is B!!6!H$ ' !4:0% 1:1$ MeV with respect to 5H"!. A systematic difference of !0:98%
0:74$ MeV between B! values derived separately from decay and from production is tentatively assigned

to the 6
!H 0"g:s: ! 1" excitation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.108.042501 PACS numbers: 21.80.+a, 21.10.Gv, 25.80.Nv

Introduction.—The existence and observability of
neutron-rich ! hypernuclei was discussed back in 1963
by Dalitz and Levi-Setti [1], who predicted the stability of
6
!H consisting of four neutrons, one proton, and one !
hyperon. Accordingly, the ! hyperon stabilizes the core
nucleus 5H, which is a broad resonance 1.7 MeV above
3H" 2n [2]. To be stable, 6!Hmust lie also below 4

!H" 2n,
which provides the lowest particle stability threshold. This
motivates a 4

!H" 2n two-neutron halo cluster structure for
6
!H, with a binding energy and excitation spectrum that
might deviate substantially from the extrapolation prac-
ticed in Ref. [1]. Specifically, the study of 6

!H and of
heavier neutron-rich hypernuclei that go appreciably be-

yond the neutron stability drip line in nuclear systems
could place valuable constraints on the size of coherent
!N ##N mixing in dense strange neutron-rich matter [3].
This mixing provides a robust mechanism for generating
three-body !NN interactions, with an immediate impact
on the stiffness or softness of the equation of state for
hyperons in neutron-star matter, as reviewed recently in
Ref. [4].
In this Letter, we report on a study of 6

!H in the double
charge exchange reaction at rest

K#
stop " 6Li ! 6

!H" !"!p!" ( 252 MeV=c$ (1)
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based on analyzing the total data sample of the FINUDA
experiment during 2003–2007 and corresponding to a total
integrated luminosity of 1156 pb!1. A first analysis of the
partial data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity
190 pb!1, gave only an upper limit for (1): "2:5#
0:4stat!0:1syst

$0:4% & 10!5=K!
stop [5]. Although the statistics

collected on 6Li targets is improved by a factor of 5 with
respect to the run of the earlier search, the inclusive !$

spectra do not show any clear peak attributable to 6
!H near

p!$ ' 252 MeV=c. Exploiting the increased statistics, the
essential idea of the present analysis was to reduce the
overwhelming background events in reaction (1) by requir-
ing a coincidence with !! mesons from the two-body
weak decay

6
!H ! 6He$ !!"p!! ' 134 MeV=c%; (2)

with a branching ratio of about 50% considering the value
measured for 4!H ! 4He$ !! [6]. The analysis described
below yielded three distinct 6

!H candidate events which
give evidence for a particle-stable 6

!Hwith some indication
of its excitation spectrum. The deduced 6

!H binding energy
does not confirm the large effects conjectured in Ref. [3].

Data analysis.—We first recall the experimental features
relevant to the present analysis. For !$ with momentum
'250 MeV=c, the resolution of the tracker was deter-
mined by means of the peak due to monochromatic
(236:5 MeV=c) "$ from K"2 decay and is #p ( "1:1#
0:1% MeV=c [7]; the precision on the absolute momentum
calibration is better than 0:12 MeV=c for the 6Li targets,
which corresponds to a systematic deviation on the kinetic
energy #Tsyst"!$% ( 0:1 MeV. For !! with momentum
'130 MeV=c, the resolution and absolute calibration were
evaluated from the peak due to monochromatic
(132:8 MeV=c) !! coming from the two-body weak de-
cay of 4

!H, produced as a hyperfragment with a formation
probability of about 10!3–10!2 per stopped K! [6]. A
resolution #p ( "1:2# 0:1% MeV=c and a precision of
0:2 MeV=c were found, corresponding to a systematic
deviation of the kinetic energy #Tsyst"!!% ( 0:14 MeV.

Since the stopping time of 6
!H in metallic Li is shorter

than its lifetime, both production (1) and decay (2) occur at
rest, and a straightforward algebra leads to the following
expression for Tsum ) T"!$% $ T"!!%:

Tsum ( M"K!% $M"p% !M"n% ! 2M"!% ! B"6Li%
$ B"6He% ! T"6He% ! T"6!H%; (3)

in whichM stands for known masses, B for known nuclear
binding energies, and T for kinetic energies. The evalu-
ation of T"6!H% using momentum and energy conservation
depends explicitly on the knowledge of B!"6!H%, whereas
T"6He% depends only implicitly on B!"6!H% through the
momentum p!! .

We assume B!"6!H% ( 5 MeV, the average of 4.2 and
5.8 MeV predicted in Refs. [1,3], respectively, with respect
to 5H$!. This choice is not critical, since Tsum varies
merely by 50 keV upon varying B!"6!H% by 1 MeV,
negligibly low with respect to the experimental energy
resolutions #T"!$%(0:96MeV and #T"!!%(0:84MeV
for p!$ *250MeV=c and p!! * 130 MeV=c. Therefore,
the FINUDA energy resolution for a !# pair in coinci-
dence is #T ( 1:28 MeV. Evaluating the right-hand side
(RHS) of Eq. (3), one obtains Tsum ( 203# 1:3 MeV for
6
!H candidate events. In practice, we have focused on
events in the interval Tsum ( 203# 1 MeV, corresponding
to only'77% of the FINUDA total energy resolution; this
value was chosen as a compromise between seeking to
reduce contamination from background reactions, dis-
cussed in more detail below, and maintaining reasonable
statistics, which resulted in a somewhat narrower interval
than the experimental resolution. The raw spectrum of Tsum

for !# pair coincidence events is shown in Fig. 1, where
events satisfying Tsum ( 203# 1 MeV are indicated by a
vertical (red) bar.
Figure 2 (left) shows a 2D plot in the p!# plane of

coincidence events selected in the band Tsum (
202–204 MeV. The distribution falls to zero at p!$ ’
245 MeV=c and higher and at p!! ’ 145 MeV=c and
lower. This is close to where 6

!H events are expected.
Thus, to search for particle-stable 6

!H events below its
(4!H$ 2n) lowest threshold, by using the two-body kine-
matics of Eqs. (1) and (2), a further requirement of p!$ >
251:9 MeV=c and p!! < 135:6 MeV=c is necessary. In
the final analysis we selected p!$ ( "250–255% MeV=c
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FIG. 1 (color online). Distribution of raw total kinetic energy
Tsum ) T"!$% $ T"!!% for !# pair coincidence events from
6Li targets. The vertical (red) bar represents the cut Tsum (
202–204 MeV. The dashed (blue) histogram is a quasifree
simulation of K!

stop $ 6Li ! "$ $ 4He$ n$ !!;"$ !
n$ !$ background, and the dotted (violet) histogram is a
four-body phase space simulation of the same background.
Their best fit to the data is shown by the solid (black) histogram;
see the text.
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based on analyzing the total data sample of the FINUDA
experiment during 2003–2007 and corresponding to a total
integrated luminosity of 1156 pb!1. A first analysis of the
partial data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity
190 pb!1, gave only an upper limit for (1): "2:5#
0:4stat!0:1syst

$0:4% & 10!5=K!
stop [5]. Although the statistics

collected on 6Li targets is improved by a factor of 5 with
respect to the run of the earlier search, the inclusive !$

spectra do not show any clear peak attributable to 6
!H near

p!$ ' 252 MeV=c. Exploiting the increased statistics, the
essential idea of the present analysis was to reduce the
overwhelming background events in reaction (1) by requir-
ing a coincidence with !! mesons from the two-body
weak decay

6
!H ! 6He$ !!"p!! ' 134 MeV=c%; (2)

with a branching ratio of about 50% considering the value
measured for 4!H ! 4He$ !! [6]. The analysis described
below yielded three distinct 6

!H candidate events which
give evidence for a particle-stable 6

!Hwith some indication
of its excitation spectrum. The deduced 6

!H binding energy
does not confirm the large effects conjectured in Ref. [3].

Data analysis.—We first recall the experimental features
relevant to the present analysis. For !$ with momentum
'250 MeV=c, the resolution of the tracker was deter-
mined by means of the peak due to monochromatic
(236:5 MeV=c) "$ from K"2 decay and is #p ( "1:1#
0:1% MeV=c [7]; the precision on the absolute momentum
calibration is better than 0:12 MeV=c for the 6Li targets,
which corresponds to a systematic deviation on the kinetic
energy #Tsyst"!$% ( 0:1 MeV. For !! with momentum
'130 MeV=c, the resolution and absolute calibration were
evaluated from the peak due to monochromatic
(132:8 MeV=c) !! coming from the two-body weak de-
cay of 4

!H, produced as a hyperfragment with a formation
probability of about 10!3–10!2 per stopped K! [6]. A
resolution #p ( "1:2# 0:1% MeV=c and a precision of
0:2 MeV=c were found, corresponding to a systematic
deviation of the kinetic energy #Tsyst"!!% ( 0:14 MeV.

Since the stopping time of 6
!H in metallic Li is shorter

than its lifetime, both production (1) and decay (2) occur at
rest, and a straightforward algebra leads to the following
expression for Tsum ) T"!$% $ T"!!%:

Tsum ( M"K!% $M"p% !M"n% ! 2M"!% ! B"6Li%
$ B"6He% ! T"6He% ! T"6!H%; (3)

in whichM stands for known masses, B for known nuclear
binding energies, and T for kinetic energies. The evalu-
ation of T"6!H% using momentum and energy conservation
depends explicitly on the knowledge of B!"6!H%, whereas
T"6He% depends only implicitly on B!"6!H% through the
momentum p!! .

We assume B!"6!H% ( 5 MeV, the average of 4.2 and
5.8 MeV predicted in Refs. [1,3], respectively, with respect
to 5H$!. This choice is not critical, since Tsum varies
merely by 50 keV upon varying B!"6!H% by 1 MeV,
negligibly low with respect to the experimental energy
resolutions #T"!$%(0:96MeV and #T"!!%(0:84MeV
for p!$ *250MeV=c and p!! * 130 MeV=c. Therefore,
the FINUDA energy resolution for a !# pair in coinci-
dence is #T ( 1:28 MeV. Evaluating the right-hand side
(RHS) of Eq. (3), one obtains Tsum ( 203# 1:3 MeV for
6
!H candidate events. In practice, we have focused on
events in the interval Tsum ( 203# 1 MeV, corresponding
to only'77% of the FINUDA total energy resolution; this
value was chosen as a compromise between seeking to
reduce contamination from background reactions, dis-
cussed in more detail below, and maintaining reasonable
statistics, which resulted in a somewhat narrower interval
than the experimental resolution. The raw spectrum of Tsum

for !# pair coincidence events is shown in Fig. 1, where
events satisfying Tsum ( 203# 1 MeV are indicated by a
vertical (red) bar.
Figure 2 (left) shows a 2D plot in the p!# plane of

coincidence events selected in the band Tsum (
202–204 MeV. The distribution falls to zero at p!$ ’
245 MeV=c and higher and at p!! ’ 145 MeV=c and
lower. This is close to where 6

!H events are expected.
Thus, to search for particle-stable 6

!H events below its
(4!H$ 2n) lowest threshold, by using the two-body kine-
matics of Eqs. (1) and (2), a further requirement of p!$ >
251:9 MeV=c and p!! < 135:6 MeV=c is necessary. In
the final analysis we selected p!$ ( "250–255% MeV=c
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FIG. 1 (color online). Distribution of raw total kinetic energy
Tsum ) T"!$% $ T"!!% for !# pair coincidence events from
6Li targets. The vertical (red) bar represents the cut Tsum (
202–204 MeV. The dashed (blue) histogram is a quasifree
simulation of K!

stop $ 6Li ! "$ $ 4He$ n$ !!;"$ !
n$ !$ background, and the dotted (violet) histogram is a
four-body phase space simulation of the same background.
Their best fit to the data is shown by the solid (black) histogram;
see the text.
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and p!! " #130–137$ MeV=c, thus covering a 6
!H mass

range from the (!% 3H% 2n) threshold, about 2 MeV in
the 6

!H continuum, down to a 6
!H bound somewhat stronger

than predicted by Akaishi et al. [3]. This does not
completely exclude eventual contributions from the pro-
duction and decay of (4!H% 2n) as discussed below.

Results.—Out of a total number of &2:7' 107 K!

detected at stop in the 6Li targets, we found three events
that satisfy the final requirements: Tsum " 202–204 MeV,
p!% " 250–255 MeV=c, and p!! " 130–137 MeV=c, as
shown within the shaded (red) rectangle in Fig. 2 (left).
Different choices of Tsum interval widths (2–6 MeV) and
position (center in 202–204 MeV) and of p!( interval
widths (5–10 and 8–15 MeV=c, respectively) with fixed
limits at 250 and 137 MeV=c, respectively, to exclude the
unbound region do not affect the population of this selected
rectangle. For example, no new candidate events appear in
the shaded rectangle upon extending the cut Tsum "
202–204 MeV in the left-hand side (LHS) of Fig. 2 to
Tsum " 200–206 MeV in the RHS of the figure. A similar
stability is not observed in the opposite corner of Fig. 2,
where, on top of the events already there on the LHS, six
additional events appear on the RHS upon extending the
Tsum cut of the LHS. Quantitatively, by fitting the projected
!( distributions of Fig. 2 left by Gaussians, an excess of
three events in both p!( distributions is invariably found,

corresponding to the shaded (red) rectangle. The probabil-
ity for the three events to belong to the fitted Gaussian
distribution is less than 0.5% in both cases. This rules out
systematic errors associated with the present analysis
selection.
The three 6

!H candidate events are listed in Table I to-
gether with nuclear mass values derived separately from
production (1) and from decay (2). These mass values yield
a mean value M#6!H$ " 5801:4( 1:1 MeV, jointly from
production and decay, where the error reflects the spread of
the average mass values for the three events and is larger
than the 0.96 and 0.84 MeV measurement uncertainties in
production and decay, respectively, for each of the three
events. We note that the mass value inferred from the third
event by averaging on production and decay is about 2"
from the mean mass value, an observation that could in-
dicate some irregularity in the reconstruction of the third
event. To regain confidence, each one of the three events
was checked visually for irregularities, but nonewas found.
Furthermore, we note from Table I that the mass values

associated with production are systematically higher than
those associated with decay, by 0:98( 0:74 MeV recalling
the 1.28 MeV uncertainty for Tsum from which each of
these mass differences is directly determined. Unlike the
mean 6

!Hmass value, the spread of the production vs decay
mass differences is well within 1". These mass differences
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FIG. 2 (color online). !% momentum vs !! momentum for 6Li target events with Tsum " 202–204 MeV (LHS) and with
Tsum " 200–206 MeV (RHS). The shaded (red) rectangle on each side consists of a subset of events with p!% " 250–255 MeV=c
and p!! " 130–137 MeV=c.

TABLE I. Summed kinetic energy Tsum " T#!%$ % T#!!$, pion momenta p!( , and mass values inferred for the three 6
!H candidate

events from production (1) and decay (2). The mean mass value is M#6!H$ " 5801:4( 1:1 MeV; see the text.

Tsum (MeV) p!% (MeV=c) p!! (MeV=c) M#6!H$prod: (MeV) M#6!H$decay (MeV)

202:6( 1:3 251:3( 1:1 135:1( 1:2 5802:33( 0:96 5801:41( 0:84
202:7( 1:3 250:1( 1:1 136:9( 1:2 5803:45( 0:96 5802:73( 0:84
202:1( 1:3 253:8( 1:1 131:2( 1:2 5799:97( 0:96 5798:66( 0:84
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are likely to be connected to the excitation spectrum of 6
!H

as discussed below.
Background estimate and production rate.—A complete

simulation was performed of K!
stop absorption reactions on

single nucleons, as well as on correlated few-nucleon
clusters, that lead to the formation and decay of ! and "
hyperons. Full details will be given elsewhere; here, it is
sufficient to focus on two chains of reactions likely to
produce !" coincidences overlapping with those selected
to satisfy 6

!H production (1) and decay (2).
(i) "# production:

K!
stop # 6Li ! "# # 4He# n# !!; (4)

where p!! $ 190 MeV=c, followed by"# decay in flight:

"# ! n# !#%p!# $ 282 MeV=c&: (5)

The "# production was treated in the quasifree approach,
following the analysis of the FINUDA experiment observ-
ing ""!' pairs [8]. This simulation is shown in Fig. 1,
normalized to the experimental distribution area. It pro-
vides too sharp a decrease in the 200–210 MeV region. To
have a satisfactory description, a contribution (( 25%)
from a pure four-body phase space mechanism was added
and a fair agreement was obtained ("2 ) 40=39) in the
180–220 MeV range. The simulated background spectra
reproduce reasonably the projected distributions of !"

momentum too, showing, in particular, only a small con-
tribution to the signal region, evaluated to be 0:16" 0:07
expected events (BGD1).

(ii) 4
!H production:

K!
stop # 6Li ! 4

!H# 2n# !#; (6)

where p!# $ 252 MeV=c, with 4
!H decay at rest:

4
!H ! 4He# !!%p!! ( 132:8 MeV=c&: (7)

The !! momentum in this 4
!H decay is close to p!! (

134 MeV=c from the two-body decay of 6
!H, evaluated by

assuming B!*6!H+ ) 5 MeV as discussed above. A value
of 0:04" 0:01 expected events for the (6) and (7) reaction
chain, negligible when compared to BGD1, was obtained
under most pessimistic assumptions for the various terms
of the calculation.

All other reaction chains that could produce !" coinci-
dences within the described selection ranges were ruled out
by the selections applied. Turning to potential instrumental
backgrounds, we note that these could result from fake
tracks, misidentified as true events by the track reconstruc-
tion algorithms. To this end, we considered, with the same
cuts, events coming from different nuclear targets used in
the same runs (7Li, 9Be, 13C, and 16O). We found one event
coming from 9Be. Furthermore, we considered events rela-
tive to the 6Li targets, selected with a value of Tsum )
193–199 MeV, so as to search for neutron-rich hypernuclei

produced on the other targets. No event was found. We
evaluate 0:27" 0:27 expected fake events from 6Li, due to
instrumental background (BGD2).
To recap, the estimated number of events due to physical

and instrumental backgrounds feeding through the selec-
tion criteria are 0:16" 0:07 (BGD1) and 0:27" 0:27
(BGD2), giving a total background of 0:43" 0:28 ex-
pected events. Thus, by using Poisson distribution, the
three 6

!H-assigned events do not arise from the background
to a confidence level of 99%. The statistical significance of
the result is S ) 7:1 considering only the physical back-
ground and S ) 3:9 considering both physical and instru-
mental backgrounds.
Given the above background estimates, plus efficiency,

target purity, and cut estimates, it is possible to evaluate the
product R*!#+BR*!!+, where R*!#+ is the 6

!H production
rate per K!

stop in reaction (1) and BR*!!+ the branching
ratio for the two-body !! decay (2):

R*!#+BR*!!+ ) *2:9" 2:0+ , 10!6=K!
stop: (8)

Details will be given in a separate report. Assuming
BR*!!+ ) 49%, as for the analogous 4

!H ! 4He# !!

decay [6], we find R*!#+ ) *5:9" 4:0+ , 10!6=K!
stop,

fully consistent with the previous FINUDA upper limit [5].
Discussion and conclusion.—Table I yields a mean value

B!*6!H+ ) 4:0" 1:1 MeV with respect to 5H#!, as
shown in Fig. 3, in good agreement with the estimate
4.2 MeV [1] and close to B!*6!He+ ) 4:18" 0:10 MeV
(with respect to 5He#!) for the other known A ) 6
hypernucleus [9] but considerably short of Akaishi’s pre-
diction Bth

!*6!H+ ) 5:8 MeV [3]. This indicates that coher-
ent !N ! "N mixing in the s-shell hypernucleus 4

!H [10]
becomes rather ineffective for the excess p-shell neutrons
in 6

!H. Indeed, recent shell-model calculations by Millener
indicate that !N ! "N mixing contributions to B! and to
doublet spin splittings in the p shell are rather small, about
*10" 5+% of their contribution in 4

!H [11].
Next, we ask whether the three events that give evidence

for a particle-stable 6
!H provide additional information on

[3] 5799.64

[1] 5801.24
H + n + n4

5801.70

H + 2n + 3 5803.74

H + 5 5805.44 MeV [2]

5801.43
MeV

H6

FIG. 3 (color online). 6
!H mass (RHS) from three 6

!H candi-
date events, as related to several particle stability thresholds and
theoretical predictions (LHS).
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primary collision vertex near the center of the
TPC. The 3

LH travels a few centimeters before
it decays. One of the possible decay channels is
3
LH ! 3He + p+, which occurs with a branching
ratio of 25% (assuming that this branching
fraction is the same as that for 3

LH) (15). The
two daughter particles then traverse the TPC
along with the hundreds of other charged
particles produced in the primary Au + Au
collision. The trajectories of the daughter par-
ticles are reconstructed from the ionization trails
they leave in the TPC gas volume (shown in Fig.
2 as thick red and blue lines for 3He and p+,
respectively). The energy loss by these particles
to ionization in the TPC, !dE/dx", depends on the
particle velocity and charge. Particle identifica-
tion is achieved by correlating the !dE/dx" values
for charged particles in the TPC with their mea-
sured magnetic rigidity, which is proportional to
the inverse of the curvature of the trajectory in the
magnetic field. With both daughter candidates di-
rectly identified, one can trace back along the two
helical trajectories to the secondary decay point,
and thereby reconstruct the location of the decay
vertex as well as the parent momentum vector.

Particle identification. Figure 3 presents
results from the antihypertriton analysis outlined
above, along with results from applying the same
analysis to measure the normal matter hyper-
tritons in the same data set; only the sign of the
curvature of the decay products is reversed.
Figure 3C shows !dE/dx" for negative tracks as
a function of the magnetic rigidity; the different
bands result from the different particle species.
The measured !dE/dx" of the particles is com-
pared to the expected value from the Bichsel
function (19), which is an extension of the usual
Bethe-Bloch formula for energy loss. A new
variable, z, is defined as z = ln(!dE/dx"/!dE/dx"B),
where !dE/dx"B is the expected value of !dE/dx"
for the given particle species and momentum.
The measured z(3He) distributions for 3He and
3He tracks (Fig. 3D) include 5810 3He and 2168
3He candidates with |z(3He)| < 0.2. The first few
3He candidates were observed at the Serpukhov
accelerator laboratory (20), followed by confir-
mation from the European Organization for

Nuclear Research (CERN) (21). In 2001, a
sample of 14 3He antinuclei was reported by
the STAR collaboration (22). The 3He and 3He
samples in the present analysis are so cleanly
identified that misidentification from other weak
decays is negligible. However, because of the
!dE/dx" overlap between 3H and 3He at low
momenta, we can identify the 3He nuclei only at
relatively high momenta (i.e., above ~2 GeV/c).
The daughter pions from 3

LH decays usually have
momenta of ~0.3 GeV/c and can be cleanly
identified (23).

Topological reconstruction. A set of topo-
logical cuts is invoked to identify and reconstruct

the secondary decay vertex positions with a high
signal-to-background ratio. These cuts involve
the distance at the decay vertex between the
tracks for the 3He and p+ (<1 cm), the distance
of closest approach (DCA) between the 3

LH
candidate and the event primary vertex (<1 cm),
the decay length of the 3

LH candidate vertex from
the event primary vertex (>2.4 cm), and the DCA
between the p track and the event primary vertex
(>0.8 cm). The cuts are optimized on the basis of
full detector response simulations (24). Several
different cut criteria are also applied to cross-
check the results and to estimate the systematic
errors. The signal is always present, and the

Fig. 2. A typical event in the
STAR detector that includes the
production and decay of a 3

L
H

candidate: (A) with the beam
axis normal to the page, (B) with
the beam axis horizontal. The
dashed black line is the trajec-
tory of the 3

L
H candidate, which

cannot be directly measured.
The heavy red and blue lines
are the trajectories of the 3He
and p+ decay daughters, respec-
tively, whicharedirectlymeasured.
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Fig. 3. (A and B) Invariant mass distribution of the daughter 3He + p. Open circles represent the
signal candidate distributions; solid black lines are background distributions. Blue dashed lines are
signal (Gaussian) plus background (double-exponential) combined fit (see text for details). (A) 3

LH
candidate distributions; (B) 3

L
H candidate distributions. (C) !dE/dx" versus rigidity (momentum/|

nuclear charge units|) for negative tracks. Also plotted are the expected values for 3He and p tracks.
The color indicates the number of tracks on a relative scale. (D) Measured z(3He) distributions for
3He and 3He tracks. (C) and (D) demonstrate that the 3He and 3He tracks (|z(3He)| < 0.2) are
identified essentially without background.
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primary collision vertex near the center of the
TPC. The 3

LH travels a few centimeters before
it decays. One of the possible decay channels is
3
LH ! 3He + p+, which occurs with a branching
ratio of 25% (assuming that this branching
fraction is the same as that for 3

LH) (15). The
two daughter particles then traverse the TPC
along with the hundreds of other charged
particles produced in the primary Au + Au
collision. The trajectories of the daughter par-
ticles are reconstructed from the ionization trails
they leave in the TPC gas volume (shown in Fig.
2 as thick red and blue lines for 3He and p+,
respectively). The energy loss by these particles
to ionization in the TPC, !dE/dx", depends on the
particle velocity and charge. Particle identifica-
tion is achieved by correlating the !dE/dx" values
for charged particles in the TPC with their mea-
sured magnetic rigidity, which is proportional to
the inverse of the curvature of the trajectory in the
magnetic field. With both daughter candidates di-
rectly identified, one can trace back along the two
helical trajectories to the secondary decay point,
and thereby reconstruct the location of the decay
vertex as well as the parent momentum vector.

Particle identification. Figure 3 presents
results from the antihypertriton analysis outlined
above, along with results from applying the same
analysis to measure the normal matter hyper-
tritons in the same data set; only the sign of the
curvature of the decay products is reversed.
Figure 3C shows !dE/dx" for negative tracks as
a function of the magnetic rigidity; the different
bands result from the different particle species.
The measured !dE/dx" of the particles is com-
pared to the expected value from the Bichsel
function (19), which is an extension of the usual
Bethe-Bloch formula for energy loss. A new
variable, z, is defined as z = ln(!dE/dx"/!dE/dx"B),
where !dE/dx"B is the expected value of !dE/dx"
for the given particle species and momentum.
The measured z(3He) distributions for 3He and
3He tracks (Fig. 3D) include 5810 3He and 2168
3He candidates with |z(3He)| < 0.2. The first few
3He candidates were observed at the Serpukhov
accelerator laboratory (20), followed by confir-
mation from the European Organization for

Nuclear Research (CERN) (21). In 2001, a
sample of 14 3He antinuclei was reported by
the STAR collaboration (22). The 3He and 3He
samples in the present analysis are so cleanly
identified that misidentification from other weak
decays is negligible. However, because of the
!dE/dx" overlap between 3H and 3He at low
momenta, we can identify the 3He nuclei only at
relatively high momenta (i.e., above ~2 GeV/c).
The daughter pions from 3

LH decays usually have
momenta of ~0.3 GeV/c and can be cleanly
identified (23).

Topological reconstruction. A set of topo-
logical cuts is invoked to identify and reconstruct

the secondary decay vertex positions with a high
signal-to-background ratio. These cuts involve
the distance at the decay vertex between the
tracks for the 3He and p+ (<1 cm), the distance
of closest approach (DCA) between the 3

LH
candidate and the event primary vertex (<1 cm),
the decay length of the 3

LH candidate vertex from
the event primary vertex (>2.4 cm), and the DCA
between the p track and the event primary vertex
(>0.8 cm). The cuts are optimized on the basis of
full detector response simulations (24). Several
different cut criteria are also applied to cross-
check the results and to estimate the systematic
errors. The signal is always present, and the

Fig. 2. A typical event in the
STAR detector that includes the
production and decay of a 3

L
H

candidate: (A) with the beam
axis normal to the page, (B) with
the beam axis horizontal. The
dashed black line is the trajec-
tory of the 3

L
H candidate, which

cannot be directly measured.
The heavy red and blue lines
are the trajectories of the 3He
and p+ decay daughters, respec-
tively, whicharedirectlymeasured.
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Fig. 3. (A and B) Invariant mass distribution of the daughter 3He + p. Open circles represent the
signal candidate distributions; solid black lines are background distributions. Blue dashed lines are
signal (Gaussian) plus background (double-exponential) combined fit (see text for details). (A) 3

LH
candidate distributions; (B) 3

L
H candidate distributions. (C) !dE/dx" versus rigidity (momentum/|

nuclear charge units|) for negative tracks. Also plotted are the expected values for 3He and p tracks.
The color indicates the number of tracks on a relative scale. (D) Measured z(3He) distributions for
3He and 3He tracks. (C) and (D) demonstrate that the 3He and 3He tracks (|z(3He)| < 0.2) are
identified essentially without background.
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3
�H/3

�H = 0.49± 0.18± 0.07

3
�H� �+ + 3He

Life time(3ΛH)=182+89/-45±27 ps



Recent data on K-pp
First evidence of K-pp with 6Li+7Li+12C

Confirmed for 6Li only, with better statistics

DISTO data: p+p→K-pp + K+ at 2.85 GeV
M=2267±3±5 MeV/c2

Γ= 118±8±10 MeV

Hyp-X ' Sep. 14 2009 ' Recent results on K- absorption by few nucleons and the Bound Kaonic Nuclear State Puzzle ' S.Piano ' INFN Trieste

FINUDA: 6Li(K-
stop

 
,�p)X

FINUDA Coll., PRL 94(2005)212303

New 
inv mass spectra 
compatible with 
published one

New data Old data

Same cuts applied
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S. Piano@Hyp-X

B=115+6/-5+3/-4 MeV
Γ= 67+14/-11+2/-3 MeV

M. Agnello et al., PRL94, (2005) 212303

T. Yamazaki et al., PRL 104 (2010) 132502.

M!p!" # 2255 MeV=c2 of the K$pp candidate reported
by FINUDA [16].

The X production rate is found to be as much as the
!!1405"!% !&" production rate, which is roughly 20% of
the total ! production rate. Such a large formation is
theoretically possible only when the p-p (or !&-p) rms
distance in X is shorter than 1.7 fm [3,4], whereas the
average N-N distance in ordinary nuclei is 2.2 fm. The
pp ! !& ' p' K' ! X' K' reaction produces !&

and p of large momenta, which can match the internal
momenta of the off-shell !& and p particles in the bound
state of X % !&-p, only if X exists as a dense object. Thus,
the dominance of the formation of the observed X at high

momentum transfer (#1:6 GeV=c) gives direct evidence
for its compactness of the produced K$pp cluster.
As shown in Fig. 4, the peak is located nearly at the "!

emission threshold, below which the N"! decay is not
allowed. The expected partial width of K$pp, #N"!, must
be much smaller than the predicted value of 60 MeV [2],
when we take into account the pionic emission threshold
realistically by a Kapur-Peierls procedure (see [20]). Thus,
#non-! % #p! ' #N" % #obs $ #N"! ( 100 MeV, which
is much larger than recently calculated nonpionic widths
for the normal nuclear density, #non-! # 20–30 MeV
[7,21]. The observed enhancement of #non-! roughly by a
factor of 3 seems to be understood with the compact nature
of K$pp [4].
The observed mass of X corresponds to a binding energy

BK % 103) 3!stat" ) 5!syst" MeV for X % K$pp. It is
larger than the original prediction [2,8,9]. It could be
accounted for if the $KN interaction is effectively enhanced
by 25%, thus suggesting additional effects to be investi-
gated [4,22]. On the other hand, the theoretical claims for
shallow $K binding [10–12] do not seem to be in agreement
with the observation. We emphasize that the deeply bound
and compact K$pp indicated from the present study is an
important gateway toward cold and dense kaonic nuclear
matter [15,23].
We are indebted to the stimulating discussion of
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Formation of High Density State

total B.E. = 221 MeV
central density =  3.01 fm-3

Rrms= 0.69 fm

ppnK-K-

total B.E. = 118 MeV
central density =  1.50 fm-3

Rrms= 0.72 fm

total B.E. = 6.0 MeV
central density =  0.14 fm-3

Rrms= 1.59 fm

ppnK-  ppn  

Density [fm-3]
0.0               1.5                3.0

Density [fm-3]
0.00             0.75             1.50

Density [fm-3]
0.00             0.07            0.14

   4 fm      4 fm      4 fm   

E(K) = 110 MeV E(2K) = 213 MeV

Dote et al.ρ>ρ0x10 !?

Normal
Nucleus

|<qq>ρ,T|

5ρ0
T

300 MeV

Temperature
Density

ρ

T. Hatsuda and T. Kunihiro, Phys. Rev. Lett. 55 (1985) 158.
W. Weise, Nucl. Phys. A443 (1993) 59c.

Formation of Cold(T=0) and 
Dense(ρ>5 ρ0) nuclear matter

Chiral symmetry restoration
Kaon condensation



   Baryon force: From phenomenology to 1st principle 

“high precision” NN interactions # of parameters 

  CD Bonn          (p space) 38

  AV18                (r space) 40

  EFT in N3LO    (nπ+contact) 24

Ø　NN int.:  about 4500 np and pp scatt. data

Ø NNN, YN, YY :      data very limited
Ø YNN, YYN, YYY :   none 

R. Machleidt, arXiv:0704.0807 [nucl-th] 

QCD has only four parameters :
          mu, md, ms, ΛQCD



SU(3) breaking: coupled channel LQCD Sasaki	  et	  al.	  
[HAL	  QCD	  Coll.]	  (2012)

Example:	  	  S=-‐1,	  3S1,	  I=1/2　(mπ/mK=0.89,	  0.8)

ΛN-‐ΛN ΣN-‐ΣN ΛN-‐ΣN

PACS-‐CS	  (2+1)-‐flavor	  config.
L=2.9	  fm



SNP Program at J-PARC



Hadron Experimental Hall

20

K1.8

KL

K1.1BR

High p (not yet)
SKS

K1.8BR
K1.1

First beam in Feb. 2009
World highest intensity Kaon beams !

  30~50 GeV 
  Primary Beam

Production
target (T1)

60m x 56m



SNP Program Schedule
2010: Oct.-Nov.

E19: Penta-quark search in π-p→K-X at 1.92 GeV/c

First physics data taking in Hadron Hall

2012: Feb. ,   after the Earthquake

E19: π-p→K-X at 2 GeV/c

2012: June

E27: d(π+,K+) for K-pp ,  a pilot run       5 kW / 270 kW



SNP Program Schedule
In near future...

2012: Dec.                                           10 kW

E10: (π-,K+)6ΛH

2013: March - June                           > 10 kW

E15: 3He(K-,n) for K-pp

E13: Hypernuclear γ-ray spectroscopy; 4ΛHe, 19ΛF

E05: Ξ hypernuclei; 12C(K-,K+)



High-resolution search for Θ+ in 
π-p→K-X reaction: E19    M. Naruki et al.

 π-p→K-Θ+ at 1.92 GeV/c

SKS Spectrometer at K1.8

∆E=13.4 MeV → 1.4 MeV

π"

Κ"

Target 

K1.8 beam line 
spectrometer 

SKS 

KEK PS E522: K. Miwa et al., PLB635 (2006) 72.

S/N=2.5 σ
dσ/dΩ=1.9µb/sr, if true.



Expected	  Missing	  Mass	  Spectrum

Background	  sourcesBackground	  sourcesBackground	  sources

φ φn à K+K–n 30.0±8.0	  µb
Λ Λ(1520)K0 à K–K0p 20.8±5.0	  µb

phase space K–KN 26	  µb

lconfirm	  Θ+ with	  high	  
statistics

lstudy	  momentum	  
dependence	  of	  cross	  
section

we	  aim	  to;	  

assuming	  dσ/dΩ	  =	  1.9µb/sr	  (lab)
ΔM = 2.5MeV(FWHM)



1st	  run	  result	  of	  E19

• No	  prominent	  peak	  structure
• Upper	  limit:	    < 0.26 µb/sr 
　　　　　　　　@ 1.51−1.55 GeV/c2

25

π− + p → K− + X @ 1.92 GeV/c

E19-1stdata
background
(sim.)

üs-‐channel	  dominance
üΓΘ∝ g2

KNΘ ∝ σtot

èUpper	  limit	  of	  decay	  width

• 0.72	  MeV	  for	  ½+
• 	  3.1	  MeV	  for	  ½-‐

Shirotori et al., PRL 109, 132002 (2012).



2nd	  run	  of	  E19

26

PV Fs 500MeV

PV Fc 1800MeV

1800 2000 2200 2400 2600
0

2

4

sqrt(s) [MeV]

σ
 [µ

b]

Jp=1/2+, ΓΘ+ = 1MeV

Theoretical calculations :
Hyodo,  Hosaka,  PRC 72, 055202 (2005).

plab=2.0 GeV/c

plab=
 1.92 GeV/c

• Beam	  Fme:	  2012/Feb
• Higher	  beam	  momentum
	  	  	  	  2.0	  GeV/c	  	  (	  =	  Max.	  of	  K1.8	  B.L.)
• ExpecFng	  increased	  cross	  secFon
     è higher	  sensiFvity

è Stringent	  restricFon	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  on	  the	  Θ+	  decay	  width.



E19-2nd 
Preliminary

Analysis	  Result	  of	  E19-‐2nd	  run

• Enough	  spectrometer	  performance	  was	  achieved.
• No	  peak	  structure	  was	  observed	  in	  Θ+	  run.
• Analysis	  is	  now	  under	  finalizing.
• Upper	  limit	  of	  decay	  width	  will	  be	  derived	  soon.

π− +	  p	  →	  K− +	  X	  	  @	  pπ	  =	  2.0	  GeV/c

ΔM	  =	  1.92
	  ±0.05	  MeV

π+	  +	  p	  →	  K+	  +	  Σ+	  	  @	  1.37	  GeV/c

Σ+

E19-2nd

Preliminary

M. Moritsu (Kyoto)



Search for K-pp in the d(π+,K+) 
reaction E27

T. Nagae et al.

Yamazaki & Akaishi, Phys. Rev. C76 (2007) 045201.

Y. Ichikawa, H. Ekawa (Kyoto)



Expected inclusive spectrum
Simulation

Co
un

ts
	  /　

50
0k
eV

	   -‐	  π+	  “n”	  -‐>	  Σ0	  K+
-‐	  π+	  “n”	  -‐>	  Λ	  K+
-‐	  π+	  “n”	  -‐>	  Λ(1405)	  K+
-‐	  π+	  “n”	  -‐>	  ΣπK+
-‐	  π+	  “n”	  -‐>	  Σ0(1385)K+
-‐	  π+	  “n”	  -‐>	  ΛπK+
-‐	  π+	  “n”	  -‐>	  pK-‐K+
-‐	  π+	  “p”	  -‐>	  Σ+	  K+
-‐	  π+	  “p”	  -‐>	  Σ+(1385)K+
-‐	  π+	  “p”	  -‐>	  ΛπK+
-‐π+	  “p”	  -‐>	  ΣπK+

20.6μb

76.7μb

124μb

13.7μb

40μb
28.9μb

40μb

470μb

106μb
246μb

38μb

Missing	  Mass	  [GeV/c2]



Proton tagging
Quasifree backgrounds
� π+d →Λ+K++ps 

�      →Σ0+K++ps 

�      →Σ++K++ns 

� π+d →  Λ+π+K++Ns

�        →  Σ+π+K++Ns

Range Counters



 d(π+,K+) at 1.7 GeV/c
Co

un
ts
	  /　

50
0k
eV

	  

Missing	  Mass	  [GeV/c2]

Black:	  SimulaFon
Red:	  	  	  	  Data

Λ

Σ

Y*

Proton	  +	  Σ0	  =	  2.1309GeV
Neutron	  +	  Σ+	  =	  2.1289GeV

Zoom

Inclusive	  spectrum



d(π+,K+) with one proton
Co

un
ts
	  /　

1M
eV

	  

Missing	  Mass	  [GeV/c2]

Momproton	  >	  0.3GeV/c

Black:	  simulacon
Red:	  data

K-‐+	  p+p~2.37GeV/c2

Zoo
m



A Search for deeply-bound kaonic nuclear states 
by in-flight 3He(K-,n) reaction at 1 GeV/c E15

M. Iwasaki et al.

J-PARC K1.8BR�

Neutron 
counter�

Beam sweep 
magnet�

Cylindrical 
Detector System�

Beamline 
Spectrometer�

1.0 GeV/c K-�Neutron�

TOF length 15m�

K- 3He K-pp

Λ

neutron

proton

proton

π−

decay

forma
tion

at 1 GeV/c 
by both

missing & invariant mass

K-  + 3He -> “ pp K- ” + n

E15: KN interaction study by nuclear bound state-

detect everything!

12年7月13日金曜日



J-PARC K1.8BR beam line[Jun. 2012]

beam dump

beam sweeping
magnet

CDS
3He-target

beam line
spectrometer

neutron counter &
TOFstop/proton counter

2

3He(K-,N) reaction



• We successfully reconstructed Λ 
• σ and center of mass is consistent to 

Simulation=>  Achieved designed 
value(CDS resl. 200µm)

   invariant mass resolution(Kpp) 
=10MeV/c2 (with simulation)

4

p π− invariant mass 
spectra 

Λ
K- beam 
w/ target cell 
selection(3He ,Fe) 
Displaced vertex>2cm
1113.6 ± 0.1 MeV/c2

σ=3.5 ± 0.1MeV/c2

Forward Neural  
Particle spectra

Neutral particle hit in NC
K− beam 
w/ 3He-target l selection
w/ charged-track detection 

• Typical TOF resl. =150psec (T0-NC)
• QF peak of neutron is clear

Missing mass  resolution (Kpp ) 
=10MeV/c2



Neutron-rich Hypernuclei
with (π-,K+) reaction J-PARC E10

A. Sakaguchi et al.

ordinary nuclei
DCX: (K−,π+), (π−,K+) reaction

DCX

SCX: (e,e’K+), (K−,π0), (π−,K0) reaction

SCX

NCX: (K−,π−), (π+,K+) reaction

NCX

Λ-hypernuclei

“Hyperheavy hydrogen”: deeply bound

Akaishi:
Glue-like role of Λ 

(BΛ=4.4 MeV)
 +  

ΛNN coherent
coupling ( +1.4 MeV)

Λp
n

unbound

6
ΛH5H

n

n

n

p
n
n n

n



ΛN-‐ΣN	  Mixing	  in	  Neutron-‐rich	  
Hypernuclei	  (theoreFcal	  approach)

Normal	  ΛN	  interaccon
	  	  	  BΛ	  ~	  4.4	  MeV

Coherent	  ΛN-‐ΣN	  mixing	  effect
	  	  	  BΛ	  ~	  4.4	  	  +	  1.4	  MeV

Precise	  measurement	  of	  B.E.
	  	  → Escmacon	  of	  mixing	  effect

Coherent	  ΛN-‐ΣN	  mixing
	  	  	  originally	  introduced	  to
	  	  	  explain	  A=3-‐5	  hypernuclei

Y.	  Akaishi	  et	  al.	  	  Frascac	  Phys.	  Ser.	  XVI	  (1999)	  59 H. Sugimura (Kyoto)



Spectroscopic Study of Ξ-Hypernucleus, 
12ΞBe, via the 12C(K-,K+) Reaction

Discovery of Ξ-hypernuclei

Measurement of Ξ-nucleus potential depth and width 
of 12ΞBe

J-PARC E05
T. Nagae et al.

S=-1                S=-2 (Multi-Strangeness System)



Ξ-Nucleus potential ?

UΣ>0, UΞ<0

UΣ<0, UΞ<0

UΣ>0, UΞ>0

Fr
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K-

!-

!-

"- #

##

#

u=$/$0

Chemical Potential:

€ 

µB = mB +
kF

2

2mB

+U(kF )



E05 Phase 2 with S-2S
Grant-In-Aid for Specially promoted research: 2011 – 
2015
60 msr, ∆p/p=0.05% → ∆M=1.5 MeV
Construction of S-2S(QQD): ~3 years

Installation in 2014
Data taking in 2015 with > 150 kW !!

2.9x1010 K-/day
∆M< 2 MeV

S. Kanatsuki (Kyoto)



Summary
J-PARC Beam recovery after the earthquake: Feb. 
2012
Day-1 Experiments; data-taking in progress

E19: penta-quark search; 2nd run completed.
E27: K-pp search in d(π+,K+); pilot run finished.

E10: Neutron-rich hypernuclei
E15: K-pp search in 3He(K-,n) reaction
E05: Ξ hypernuclei
etc.


